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Abstract
The increasing popularity and diversity of social media sites
has encouraged more and more people to participate in mul-
tiple online social networks to enjoy their services. Each user
may create a user identity to represent his or her unique pub-
lic figure in every social network. User identity linkage across
online social networks is an emerging task and has attracted
increasing attention, which could potentially impact various
domains such as recommendations and link predictions. The
majority of existing work focuses on mining network proxim-
ity or user profile data for discovering user identity linkages.
With the recent advancements in graph neural networks
(GNNs), it provides great potential to advance user identity
linkage since users are connected in social graphs, and learn-
ing latent factors of users and items is the key. However,
predicting user identity linkages based on GNNs faces chal-
lenges. For example, the user social graphs encode both lo-
cal structure such as users’ neighborhood signals, and global
structure with community properties. To address these chal-
lenges simultaneously, in this paper, we present a novel graph
neural network framework (GraphUIL) for user identity link-
age. In particular, we provide a principled approach to jointly
capture local and global information in the user-user social
graph and propose the framework GraphUIL, which jointly
learning user representations for user identity linkage. Exten-
sive experiments on real-world datasets demonstrate the ef-
fectiveness of the proposed framework.
1 Introduction
With the prosperity of online social networks, people’s so-
cial activities are closely related to others with different so-
cial purposes such as information seeking/sharing and so-
cial connection maintenance. Due to the diverse function-
alities provided by different social media sites, one person
might join multiple sites to serve their different needs. For
example, one user may use Twitter 1 to publish personal
opinions on political events while, on the other side, con-
stantly shares travel photos and his/her leisure life story only
on Instagram 2. One of the fundamental tasks in social net-
works mining is to effectively identify the same anonymous
individuals across platforms, which is also termed as user
∗Equal contribution
1https://twitter.com/?lang=en
2https://www.instagram.com/?hl=en
identity linkage (Shu et al. 2017). By linking user identi-
ties across social networks, we can obtain a comprehensive
view of a person’s social characters and interests, which
is crucial to cross-network information diffusion (Peng et
al. 2013) and cross-domain recommendation (Huang et al.
2016). Thus, it is important to identify user identities across
social networks.
Existing approaches to link user identities mainly focus
on extracting discriminative features such as hand-crafted
user profile features (Zafarani, Tang, and Liu 2015) , or
building effective latent models such as network embed-
dings (Zhou et al. 2018; Man et al. 2016). However, these
methods may face the following challenges: (1) online so-
cial media data user generated is generally noisy and biased
across different platforms (Tang, Chang, and Liu 2014). For
example, the social networks of users in Twitter may be re-
lated to serious political like-minded people, while in Face-
book they may include more personal known friends; (2)
user attributes are often incomplete and missing in social
networks (Narayanan and Shmatikov 2010). For example,
usually only a part of individual social characters may be
expressed and many users tend to hide their identities in dif-
ferent online social networks to preserve their privacy. One
way to build an effective user identity linkage system is to
learn user representations only using user social networks
with handling the noisy and bias issues.
Recently, Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) have shown
promising results on learning node representations on net-
work structures (Kipf and Welling 2016; Defferrard, Bres-
son, and Vandergheynst 2016). Their main idea is to aggre-
gate feature information from local graph neighborhoods us-
ing neural networks. Meanwhile, node information can be
propagated through a graph after transformation and aggre-
gation to obtain a global view. For example, Tyler et al. uti-
lize graph neural networks for signed link prediction (Derr,
Ma, and Tang 2018), and Ma et al. propose to learn network
representations through GNNs in streaming networks (Ma et
al. 2018). Despite the success of existing GNN based meth-
ods, most of them focus on handling single network data and
may not be applicable for user identity linkage task. In addi-
tion to model the network structures across sites, the learned
node representations in latent space should also preserve the
linkage information explicitly.
Therefore, in this paper, we study the novel problem of
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Figure 1: The pipeline of GraphUIL. It is a semi-supervised learning model. Given two social networks (SN1 and SN2), a
network encoding is performed respectively for each of them with stacked MSA layers and long skip connections. The encoded
node features are applied for network reconstruction (Decoding) and meanwhile feed to an MLP network for matching user
identity across networks.
learning user representations through graph neural networks
for user identity linkage. In essence, we investigate the fol-
lowing challenges: 1) how to effectively learn user repre-
sentations across social networks only using social graph
information, and 2) how to mathematically formulate user
identity linkage problem through graph neural networks so
as to improve prediction performance. To tackle these chal-
lenges, we propose a graph neural network framework for
user identity linkage (GraphUIL), which can i) learn latent
user representations to preserve both global and local net-
work structures simultaneously; and ii) build a non-linear
cross-platform mapping kernel to predict user identity link-
ages. The main contributions are summarized as follows.
• We provide a principled way to capture local and global
structure information for learning node representations;
• We propose a novel framework GraphUIL based on graph
neural networks, which can encode local and global net-
work signals for user identity linkages across social net-
works; and
• We conduct experiments on real-world datasets to demon-
strate the effectiveness of the proposed framework for
linking user identities.
2 Problem Formulation
A social network graph is defined as G = {V, E}, where
V = {vi|i = 1, ..., N} represents a set of n nodes (users) in
the graph G and E = {ei,j |(i, j) = 1, ..., N} represents the
edges (association between users). On each node vi, we de-
fine a node feature xi which can be the user profile, content
or graph structure properties on that node. Each edge ei,j is
associated with a weight ai,j ∈ R. Here, we let ai,j = 1
when node vi and vj are linked, otherwise ai,j = 0. The
matrix A = {ai,j} ∈ RN×N is called the adjacent matrix
of graph G.
Suppose we have multiple social networks (two networks
in this study) and each network contains a large number of
nodes, we intend to find those nodes which are the same
user identity across networks, namely user identity linkage
predictions. Here, we only rely on the network topology to
learn such a prediction. The most challenge part of this task
is the irregular graph patterns across networks. For example,
given two social networks, G(1) is designed for people to
share photos, e.g. Instagram, and the other G(2) is designed
to share short news and personal messages, e.g. Twitter, the
same user might exhibit different social states and actions
in these two social networks. Besides, most social networks
have sparse graph structures and a large number of users has
similar local graph patterns, i.e. followed by the same group
of friends. Our problem is formally defined as below.
Problem 1. Given two social networks G(1) = (V(1), E(1))
and G(2) = (V(2), E(2)), the task is to predict whether two
user identities v1 ∈ V(1) and v2 ∈ V(2) belong to the same
real person, i.e., F : V(1) × V(2) =⇒ {0, 1}.
3 GraphUIL: Graph Neural Networks for
User Identity Linkage
In this section, we introduce the details of the proposed Gra-
phUIL framework. We first encode graph topology of social
networks into node features. This process of feature learn-
ing is a task of network representation learning, called node
embeddings. The purpose of such embedding is to project
the network structure to the low dimensional node space,
in which process both global and local graph connection
patterns are preserved such that the reconstructed networks
based on the learned node features are close to the origi-
nal networks. In this work, we design a deep graph model
to learn node embeddings for the large social networks and
build a non-linear mapping of nodes which have the same
user identity across networks. Such semi-supervise learning
strategy helps us to predict the user identity linkage effec-
tively in the real cases.
Figure 2: The multi-stage aggregation layer (MSA).
Network Embedding Through Node Propagation
The graph representation learning should capture the global
graph topology as well as the local neighborhood graph pat-
terns to get a thorough encoding of network structures. The
encoded network structures are generally translated as the
node information. In other words, the network embedding
transfers edge links to node features. Here, we propose to
use graph propagation mechanisms to achieve this goal. The
node information is updated based on the aggregated infor-
mation of its neighborhood nodes. We use the 1-hop aggre-
gator, which relies on the directly linked nodes, as the unit
element in our framework and by stacking multiple such
aggregators, the larger neighborhood areas are taken into
account. Next, we mathematically explain the network ag-
gregation layer with deep network structures. An aggrega-
tor function Agg(.) on a node v defines a specific pattern
of aggregating the node information of its 1-hop neighbor-
hood. The updated node features after aggregation can be
expressed as:
x
′
v = δ(W ·Agg(xv, {xu})), (1)
where {xu,∀u ∈ N (v)} is the 1-hop neighbourhood node
features. W is the linear transformation weight matrix. We
associate the aggregation function with the graph adjacent
matrixA, and generalize Eq. 1 to the node feature matrixX ,
X
′
= δ(AGG(A,X) ·W ). (2)
It can be realized that an aggregation pattern defines how
we accumulate neighborhood information by learning a set
of aggregation weights on each linked edges and a pooling
function such as mean, sum or max-pooling. Thus, having
different aggregation strategy with respect to graph topol-
ogy A and original node information X , we obtain various
node embedding results by updating X
′
iteratively. In this
study, we designed a multi-stage aggregator (Fig. 2) which
considers the global and local network structures simultane-
ously.
Global-Topology-Aware Aggregator (GTA-Agg). In a
social network, a user plays a unique role when interacting
with other users. For example, he might be a leader of a vir-
tual chatting group and becomes a hub node with a high node
degree and clustering efficiency. To aware some topological
properties on a given node, we need to observe the whole
network ahead and then assess its node property compared to
all its direct or indirect connections. Therefore, the first stage
of aggregator should be aware of the global network struc-
tures. To this end, we use the spectral-based deep graph con-
volution which depends on the intrinsic network structures.
The convolution works with a spectral representation of the
graphs, e.g. graph Laplacian, and learns the spatially local-
ized filters by approximating convolutions defined on the
graph Fourier domain. Mathematically, A normalized graph
laplacian L is defined as L = IN −D− 12AD− 12 = UΛUT ,
where D is the degree matrix (Dii =
∑
j Aij). Λ is the
diagonal matrix of its eigenvalues and U is the matrix of
eigenvector basis. Given a node feature x ∈ RC , UTx is the
graph Fourier transform of x. The convolutional operation
on this node signal is defined as:
gθ ∗ x = UgθUTx. (3)
Fileter gθ = diag(θ) parameterized by θ ∈ RN is a function
of the eigenvalues of L, i.e. gθ(Λ). However, convolution in
Eq. 3 is computationally expensive due to the multiplication
with high dimensional matrix U and it is a non-spatially lo-
calized filters. To solve this problem, it is suggested to use
Chebyshev polynomials Tk(x) up to Kth order as a trun-
cated expansion to approximate gθ. The Eq. 3 thus can be
reformulated as:
gθ ∗ x ≈
K∑
k=0
θkTk(L˜)x. (4)
L˜ = 2λmaxL − IN and λmax is the largest eigenvalue of L.
Now, θk becomes the Chebyshev coefficients. If we limit
K = 1 and approximate λmax ≈ 2, with the normal-
ized tricks and weak constraints used in (Kipf and Welling
2017), Eq. 4 simplifies to:
gθ ∗ x ≈ θ(D˜− 12 A˜D˜− 12 )x, (5)
where A˜ = A + IN and D˜ is the degree matrix of A˜. We
turn Eq. 5 to the matrix multiplication form, for the whole
network,
X
′
GTA = δ(AGGGTA(A,X) ·WGTA)
= δ(D˜−
1
2 A˜D˜−
1
2 ·X ·WGTA).
(6)
The above equation describes a spectral approach of graph
convolution which analogous to a 1-hop node information
aggregation. In Eq. 6, X ∈ RN×C is a graph signal (i.e.
node features) with C channels andX
′ ∈ RN×C′ is its con-
volved signal. The filer parameters matrixWGTA ∈ RC×C
′
is learned through the backpropagation of deep models.
Local-Topology-Aware Aggregator (LTA-Agg). It is
worth noting that the aggregation function defined on Eq. 6
involves degree matrix D which considers the whole graph
structure. However, as the large size of users in social net-
works, in some cases, a sampled dataset for learning con-
tains only a small proportion of users. In other words, the
network structure is incomplete. This sampling issue might
lead to poor generalization when aggregation is purely based
on the adjacent matrix of the sampled data. Therefore, we
add another aggregation mechanism aside from the global
aggregator and set it as the local attention aggregator. It de-
pends on the signals on the neighborhood to learn aggrega-
tion functions and is efficient to compute on the graph spatial
domain. This aggregator is more appreciate when a part of
social networks observed. The attention mechanism on an
aggregator function is formulated as:
X
′
LTA =δ(AGGLTA(A,X) ·WLTA)
=δ(fLTA(A,X) ·X ·WLTA).
(7)
Here, we use a feedforward neural network to learn
attention-based aggregator function fLTA, which can be ex-
pressed as a matrix fLTA = A
′
LTA = {a
′
i,j} ∈ RN×N , a
′
i,j
is the learnable aggregator weight at a given edge ei,j . Sup-
pose we are given two node features, xi and xj (all ∈ RC),
a self-attention from node vj to vi is performed on this pair
of nodes as:
φi,j = δLTA(g
T · [W ′Txi ⊕W ′Txj ]). (8)
W
′ ∈ RC×F is a shared weight matrix for a linear trans-
formation that project all nodes’ features to a higher di-
mensional space to increase the expressive power. [. ⊕ .] is
the concatenation operator. After projections, a single layer
feedforward neural network with activation function δatt,
e.g. Relu non-linearity, maps the concatenated node features
to a scalar φi,j . This value indicates how importance of node
vj to vi. The feedforward neural networks is parameterized
by the weight vector g ∈ R2F . We further normalize the
neighbourhood attention weights by a softmax function:
a
′
i,j =
exp(φi,j)∑
k∈Ni exp(φi,k)
. (9)
In the end, we combine aggregation mechanisms in Eq. 6
and Eq. 7 to obtain our multi-stage aggregation block.
X
′
=δ(AGGGTA(A,X) ·WGTA
+ λ ·AGGLTA(A,X) ·WLTA)
(10)
Such aggregation process dynamically learns the 1-hop
neighbourhood network patterns. The weights λ of linear
combination of GTA-Agg and LTA-Agg can be further in-
corporate in layer parameters WGTA and WLTA, thus grant
our model with more diversity. By stacking several aggrega-
tion layers, we are able to observe patterns in a large area, i.e.
k-hops. The final X
′
is the node embeddings in our frame-
work.
Network Decoding We reconstruct the input social net-
works by computing the local pairwise proximity between
the nodes in the network. Specifically, for each undirected
edge ei,j , we define the reconstructed links as:
yˆi,j =
1
1 + exp(−x′Ti · x′j)
, (11)
where x
′
is a node feature vector in the network embedding
space. Eq. 11 maps the deep node embeddings X
′
to a con-
nection matrix Yˆ = {yˆi,j} where each element ranges from
0 to 1 and the larger value indicates the strong social con-
nections between users.
The Proposed Framework - GraphUIL
Now, we introduce our GraphUIL model in Fig. 1. The
network embedding is first applied with an encoding net-
work which has several MSA layers equipped with a skip
connection strategy (Xu et al. 2018). Then, a network re-
construction is conducted to regulate node embedding pro-
cess. Eventually, user identity linkage across networks is
built upon on the node embeddings with an MLP network.
The whole learning process is controlled by three objective
terms, 1) global network topology preservation; 2) local net-
work topology preservation; and 3) cross-network mapping.
Global Network Topology Loss. To preserve the global net-
work topology, we minimize the weight difference on all
edges between the input and reconstructed networks.
Lglobal =
n∑
i,j
bi,j(yi,j − yˆi,j)2 = ||(Y − Yˆ )B||. (12)
Here, Y represents the connection patterns in the social net-
works and we set it to be the same as the adjacent matrix
A. B = {bi,j : [1, 0]} is the sampling matrix. Due to the
sparsity of social networks, preserving all unlinked edge pat-
terns, i.e. yi,j = 0, might lead to poor performance of net-
work embedding. Therefore, we use the negative sampling
to select a number of unlinked edges and make sure the dis-
tributions of linked and unlinked edges are balanced. Our
sampling strategy follows that in (Mikolov et al. 2013).
Local Network Topology Loss. We adopt the first-order
proximity (Wang, Cui, and Zhu 2016) to capture the local
structure. With the supervised structural information, i.e. 1-
hop neighborhood connections, this term constrains the sim-
ilarity of the node embedding features of a pair of users. The
loss function is defined as:
Llocal =
n∑
i=1
1
|Ni|
∑
j∈Ni
||x′i − x
′
j ||22, (13)
where |Ni| is the number neighbourhood nodes of vi. Eq. 13
generalizes the idea of Laplacian Eigenmaps (Belkin and
Niyogi 2003) and drives nodes with similar embedding fea-
tures together.
Cross-networkMapping Loss. Given a nodes pair, (vi, vk),
from two social networks separately and their embedding
features, (x
′
i, x
′
k), we intend to learn a mapping function f if
these two nodes belong to an identical user. Here, we use an
MLP to capture this non-linear mapping relationship across
the embedding spaces. The loss is:
Lmatch =
∑
(vi,vk)∈U
||f(x′i; Θ)− x
′
k||22. (14)
Θ is the learnable weight parameters of MLP.
Finally, with k = 2 social networks (SN), the total loss
for GraphUIL is a weighted combined loss,
L = α
k∑
i
LSNiglobal + β
k∑
i
LSNilocal + Lmatch, (15)
where hyperparameters α and β balance the network topol-
ogy embedding and user identity prediction.
Table 1: Statistics of Instagram and Twitter datasets.
Datasets Network Statistics#Nodes #Edges AvgDegree Sparsity
Instagram 5864 21388 7.295 6.2e− 4
Twitter 2124 8413 7.922 1.9e− 3
4 Experiments
Datasets
We construct a real-world dataset 3 with two kinds of so-
cial networks, Instagram and Twitter. We first obtain the
seed users through an online personal information aggrega-
tion site named about.me 4. In about.me, people can
explicitly build the profiles by adding their accounts in ma-
jor social networking websites such as Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram, etc. We can obtain the ground truth of linkage in-
formation for user identities directly through the information
provided by users. For a specific user, we obtain the social
network structure by crawling the information via the pro-
vided URLs. The crawling data were processed by removing
nodes with a low degree (node degree < 5). The statistics of
social networks of the dataset are shown as in Tab. 1. Fi-
nally, we have a total of 496 users that have the ground truth
of both accounts in Instagram and Twitter.
Experimental Settings
To evaluate whether or not the predicted anchor linkages
truly reflect the cross-network relationships, we design a
classification task based on the learned node embeddings
and their mapping functions f . Specifically, the observed an-
chor linkages are divided into 3 groups: training data(60%),
validation data(10%) and testing data(30%). Each group
contains the paired node embeddings (xi, xj), where xi is
from social networks G1 and xj from G2. We first project
xi from G1 to G2 via f(xi) and then concatenate the node
embeddings as [φ(xi)⊕xj ]. These node vectors are the true
user identity links in our data. Follow this strategy, we create
false identity links by randomly sampling unmatched node
pairs and make sure the same number of true and false links.
Finally, we use a single layer network as the classifier. In this
experiment, 2 evaluation metrics are reported, classification
and Micro-F1 scores. For all methods, we repeat the clas-
sification 10 times and statistically compare their averaged
performance with the two-sample t-test.
We stacked 3 MSA layers in our model for network
encoding, where parameters WGTA and WLTA has the
dimension 64 × 128 in the 1st layer and 128 × 128 in
the rest layers. Dimension of g in LTA-Agg is set to 256
and W
′
is set to 128 × 128. The initial node features are
the Node2Vec embeddings with a 64 dimensional vector.
The MLP network for matching node embeddings has two
hidden layers with the same dimension 128. We train our
model with Adam optimizer by automatic propagation.
Compared Methods The representative state-of-the-
art user identity linkage algorithms are listed as follows:
3We will make the dataset public for the research community.
4http://about.me
Table 2: Performance of User Identity Linkage Prediction.
Methods Instagram & TwitterAccuracy F1-Score
PALE 0.564± 0.006 0.510± 0.012
FRUIP 0.518± 0.021 0.436± 0.030
Node2Vec 0.630± 0.009 0.549± 0.059
Node2Vec+MSA 0.665± 0.011 0.603± 0.017
GraphUIL w/o local 0.710± 0.015 0.716± 0.014
GraphUIL w/o global 0.682± 0.020 0.682± 0.020
GraphUIL 0.754± 0.018∗ 0.751± 0.017∗
∗ stands for significance with P < 0.05
• PALE (Man et al. 2016). A supervised framework em-
ploys embedding-based network features and constructs
the cross-network extension which considers user identity
links as a part of the embedding networks.
• FRUIP (Zhou et al. 2018). Unsupervised learning con-
siders friends relationship. First, the friend feature vector
is extracted with the network neighborhood patterns, and
then compute their similarities for linkage prediction.
• Node2Vec (Grover and Leskovec 2016). This framework
learns low-dimensional network representations by ob-
serving different patterns of neighborhood connections. It
simulates biased random walks on nodes.
• Node2Vec+MSA. Applying MSA layers with Node2Vec
embeddings. A variant of our model without any network
reconstruction loss, i.e. both α and β equal to 0;
• GraphUIL w/o local. A variant of our proposed model.
The local topology embedding loss is removed, i.e. α = 0.
• GraphUIL w/o global. A variant of our proposed model
by removing global topology embedding loss, i.e. β = 0.
User Identity Linkage Performance
We present the prediction results in Tab. 2. It’s worth noting
that we set α = 10 and β = 1 in our model according to the
grid searching results and put the discussion in the section of
parameter analysis. For the task predicting true or false user
identity linkages between Instagram and Twitter networks,
our model has a significantly better performance (t-test with
P < 0.05) than other baseline methods. It achieves an av-
eraged accuracy at 75.4% with the F1-score 0.751. Since all
the baseline methods require a network embedding before
network matching, their performance is largely influenced
by the embedding algorithms. The best baseline method is
Node2Vec (63% accuracy and 0.55 F1-score), which is also
our initial state of node features. By adding our proposed
multi-stage aggregator layers, performance is improved with
66% accuracy and 0.603 F1-score. In addition, we regu-
late our model with reconstruction terms and observe a sig-
nificant improvement than no regulated or partial regulated
models. For example, compared to GraphUIL w/o local, the
prediction is improved by approximate 4% in accuracy when
we consider local connection patterns. Besides, the global
reconstruction term contributes more with increased 7% ac-
curacy when comparing GraphUIL w/o global with Gra-
phUIL. All those results prove the effectiveness of our pro-
Table 3: Impact of different elements in MSA.
Aggregator Instagram & TwitterAccuracy F1-Score
GTA-Agg Only 0.672± 0.020 0.560± 0.094
LTA-Agg Only 0.710± 0.008 0.641± 0.021
MSA 0.754± 0.018∗ 0.751± 0.017∗
Figure 3: Parameter Analysis on weights controlling global
and local losses.
posed semi-supervised graph learning model for user iden-
tity linkage prediction.
Impact of local and global aggregators in MSA.
Since we use the MSA for network embedding, how each
stage contributes to the user identity linkage prediction is
unknown. We exam their impacts on our model and report
results in Tab. 3. Both GTA-Agg and LTA-Agg show sig-
nificant positive effects in our analysis. Without LTA-Agg,
model performance drops around 0.08 in accuracy and 0.2
in F1-score. Meanwhile, without GTA-Agg, the model has
less severity in accuracy decrease than missing LTA-Agg but
still has 0.04 drops in accuracy and 0.1 in F1-score. From
results, we postulate that the local and global awareness ag-
gregators provide complementary information to each other
and the local node information has more impacts than global
topological feature when matching two social networks.
Parameter Analysis
We investigate the impacts of hyperparameters α and β for
weighting global and local loss terms and how they con-
trol our model performance. We conduct grid sampling for
each parameter and sampled them as [0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 100]
respectively. The prediction accuracy and f1-score are pre-
sented in Fig. 3. We can see that our model performs rela-
tively well when α has a large value (greater than 1) while
β is small (less than 1). Meanwhile, we found the best per-
formance at the point when α = 10, β = 1. If we decrease
α and increase β, the overall performance drops. This is be-
cause the small α leads to incomplete global network recon-
struction, e.g. missing some of the subgraph details, while
the large β leads over smooth on local structures.
5 Related Work
User Identity Linkage. A general framework for user
identity linkage is a unified structure in most studies, which
consists of two major phrases: network feature extraction
and model construction. Generally, the node features are ex-
tracted from users’ profile (Malhotra et al. 2012; Bartunov
et al. 2012), content (Nie et al. 2016; Liu et al. 2014) and
network structures (Zhou et al. 2016). However, in real big
social networks, user’s profile is generally unavailable due to
privacy issues and his content features are sparse. Therefore,
more attention has been drawn to feature extraction solely
based on social network structures. Previous works investi-
gate the network structures from two levels: neighborhood-
based feature learning (Zhou et al. 2016; Vosecky, Hong, and
Shen 2009) which investigates the close friend connections
and global network embedding learning (Man et al. 2016;
Liu et al. 2016) which assesses a user’s role in all net-
work connections. In our model, we believe both levels
are indispensable and they should dynamically compen-
sate each other in network embedding. The model con-
struction can be divided into supervised, semi-supervised
and unsupervised models. Previous supervised models dif-
fer in the design of prediction strategies (Nie et al. 2016;
Vosecky, Hong, and Shen 2009) and semi-supervised mod-
els (Zafarani, Tang, and Liu 2015; Zhang et al. 2015;
Tan et al. 2014) generally add a reconstruction term to op-
timize the prediction learner and thus make it more general.
In contrast, the unsupervised model learns identity linkages
directly from user features by weakly aligning them through
progressive procedures (Liu et al. 2013). However, few pa-
pers worked on this model because labeled matching pairs
can be easily acquired from user-self posting websites.
Graph Neural Networks. More recently, many attempts
have been made to design and apply neural networks effec-
tively and efficiently for learning on graph structure data.
Gori et al. (Gori, Monfardini, and Scarselli 2005) present an
extended recursive neural network that copes with graphs
by aggregating topological information of the neighbor-
hood structure. The similar idea was introduced by Scarselli
et al. (Scarselli et al. 2009) to tackle different types of
graph. Since the great success of convolutional neural net-
works on computer vision area, recently, there is an in-
creasing interest to extend such model to the non-Euclidean
domain. The key point of graph convolutional neural net-
work is to generalize a localized convolutional operator on
the graph domain. The designation of convolutional opera-
tors can be categorized as spectral (Kipf and Welling 2016;
Defferrard, Bresson, and Vandergheynst 2016; Levie et al.
2017) and non-spectral approache (Duvenaud et al. 2015;
Hamilton, Ying, and Leskovec 2017).
6 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we proposed a semi-supervised learning
model, GraphUIL, for social networks analysis. Depend-
ing on the network structures, it finds user identity link-
ages across multiple social networks in the node embedding
space. For network embedding, we design a multi-stage ag-
gregator to encode global and local network structures dy-
namically. The experimental result in a real dataset indicates
the effectiveness of GraphUIL. As future works, we will
devote to design a unified feature extraction model which
combines various user features in addition to social network
structures.
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